
CAN YOU WRITE AN ESSAY IN FIRST PERSON

By now, you've probably written a personal essay, memoir, or narrative that used first person. After all, how could you
write a personal essay.

However, avoid being too emotional. Because of these differences, when students write an academic essay,
they quickly shy away from first person because of what they have been told in high school or because they
believe that first person feels too informal for an intellectual, researched text. Notice the shift that occurred
from the first sentence, which is written in the third person, to the second sentence, which is written in the
second person. Or if your purpose is to present your individual response to a work of art, to offer examples of
how an idea or theory might apply to life, or to use experience as evidence or a demonstration of an abstract
principle, personal experience might have a legitimate role to play in your academic writing. This second
sentence alienates readers who are not beginning college students since the information does not pertain to
them. The revised version sounds more academic and renders the statement more assertive and direct. We get
these ideas primarily from teachers and other students. Better example: A study of the communication styles
of first-year Carolina women revealed frequent use of non-verbal cues. After all, the readers were not involved
in analyzing or formulating the conclusions presented in your paper although, we note that the point of your
paper is to persuade readers to reach the same conclusions you did. Sometimes, the best hook is a personal
anecdote, or a short amusing story about yourself. Although there are certainly some instructors who think that
these rules should be followed so it is a good idea to ask directly , many instructors in all kinds of fields are
finding reason to depart from these rules. But conventions seem to be changing in some casesâ€”for instance,
when a scientific writer is describing a project she is working on or positioning that project within the existing
research on the topic. I opened my emails. Some organizations may prohibit the use of personal pronouns.
Does the term refer to Jones et al. Personal experience can play a very useful role in your philosophy papers,
as long as you always explain to the reader how the experience is related to your argument. While essays
about you require first-person, other types of essays e. Doing so will allow them to do better in school and
receive better grades. See our handouts on writing about fiction , art history , and drama for more information.
Don't just tell the audience what's going on, use the verbs to show that.


